World Wide Womb Blessing
The Centre for Whole Health, Bedminster, Bristol
6.00 pm December 28th 2012
£4

(Suggested minimum donation, please arrive by 5.30pm to start at 6.00pm)

Womb Blessing and Womb Healings are for all women whether they have a womb or not. The
Divine Feminine energy is for all women past their first moontime. A womb Blessing is a
beautiful and powerful way to accept and honour your femininity and bring transformational
healing to your womb, female energy and soul. It releases blocked emotions, patterns,
awakens and strengthens the presence of the Divine Feminine. It helps you to accept love,
celebrate and embody all the beauty strength, wisdom and creativity we have as women.
The final Worldwide Womb Blessing in 2012 on the 28th December is going to be a potent,
powerful experience. After the Earth’s energy shift on the 21st December, the Winter Solstice,
this Blessing will be the first one held in the new energy field of the Earth. We will be
connecting to the birth of new energies both in the World and in ourselves, and joined together
through the Womb Blessing we will share the love of the Divine Feminine across the Earth - we
will all be the ‘Earth Doulas’ welcoming the birth of the new energies!
Come and join ‘Moon Mother’ Clare Warren at this group meditation for the 6pm Blessing at
the Centre for Whole Health in Bedminster, Bristol. Please register for the 6pm Blessing here www.mirandagray.co.uk/register.html Clare is one of the handful of women trained in the UK
by Miranda Gray to give womb blessings and womb healings and the first to train here in Bristol.
Each woman will have the chance to experience a hands on mini healing session during the
meditation.
Please email clare@clarityvibration.com or call 07596 409354 to confirm your space in this
special healing circle. You will need to bring 2 small bowls, a blanket and cushion for your
comfort. Teas will be provided but please bring some snacks and nibbles to share, ground and
connect afterwards. Remember to register for the 6pm Blessing in advance to receive this
wonderful healing energy.

